
10–15 minutes

TRAIN RIDE

Play the Game ‘Let’s Catch a Train’: Tell your child that they are going for a train ride. Ask them to pretend to be 
a train. Recite the following rhyme, and show your child how to perform the actions. Encourage them to copy 
you:

Let’s go down to Station Road Bend arms at the elbows and move one arm at a time slowly in an up 
Chuff, chuff, chuff, chuff and down/backwards and forwards movement to represent the 
To see the engine pulling its load wheels of a train starting to move.
Chuff, chuff, chuff, chuff.
The train goes fast, the train goes fast ………… Continue the arm movement, but getting faster.
Clickety clack along the track ……………………….... Begin to stamp feet rhythmically as you move arms.
The trees whizz past, the trees whizz past … Actions get faster.
Clickety clack, clickety clack……………………………. Actions get even faster.
The wind is high, the wind is high…………………. Wave arms above head to represent trees; continue to stamp 

rhythmically.
Clickety clack along the track…………………………. Arm movements to represent wheels; continue to stamp 

rhythmically.
Trees and houses flashing by……………………………. Wave bent arms at eye level to represent view flashing past train 

window; continue to stamp.
Clickety clack, clickety clack……………………………. Arm movements to represent wheels; continue to stamp 

rhythmically.
Here’s the station, slow down train Slow down arm movements and rhythmic stamping.
Chuff-a-chuff, chuff-a-chuff Slow down arm movements and rhythmic stamping further.
It’s time for you to stop again Slow down arm movements and rhythmic stamping further.
(Really slow) Chuff chuff chuff – woo woo Come to a complete stop. 

Repeat the whole rhyme if you feel your child needs more practice to become more familiar with the actions. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can copy your expressive actions.
Your child can perform appropriate actions while listening to the words of the story/rhyme.

To develop and practise a rich repertoire of expressive actions
To review communicative gestures practised over the course of the module so far
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 Have all the puppets used
in previous EM sessions to 
hand, ready for when your 
child chooses which ones 
they want to ‘visit’



Tell your child that they are going for another train ride, but this time the train is going to take them to visit someone. Repeat the rhyme and actions 
above. 

When the train slows down at the end, tell them that an old friend lives near the station you are pulling into! Produce Golden Cockerel. Ask your child 
to greet him, and then ask them to ‘get off the train’. Ask your child to show you how Golden Cockerel moves, and what he sounds like. Help them if 
they have forgotten – show them how to flap their wings, peck etc. 

When you judge that your child has been imitating Golden Cockerel for long enough, say: Woo! Woo! and tell them that this is a signal – the train is 
about to leave the station again! Ask them to say goodbye to Golden Cockerel and get on the train, i.e. bow, wave, say ‘Goodbye!’ and return to their 
space. 

Once they are ready, ask them which old friend they would like to visit next. If necessary, remind them of the various puppets used during the 
sessions. 

Resume the journey i.e. repeat the rhyme and actions again. When the train ‘stops’, produce the chosen puppet and continue as for the meeting with 
Golden Cockerel. 

Continue visiting as many old friends as you have time for – or for as long as they seem to enjoy the game. End by having the train take them ‘back 
home’.

TRAIN RIDE – continued
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